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The proliferation of apps and the mobile devices that have spurned their popularity has opened up
app development to everyday people. But, even though there are millions of app users, still only a
handful knows that they can be app builders too.

But how does anyone know what is the best app builder? We of course think appsbar is the best
app builder for building and publishing mobile apps for Android, apps for Windows, and apps for iOS
devices.

appsbar apps can be created using PCs, Macs and tablets and apps are free to use across all those
devices. The desktop solution allows users to create, save and edit unlimited apps â€“ all with guidance
and screening so creators can get apps that meet guidelines from the Android Market.

With appsbar, builders get an Android app builder for free â€“ and can also choose to combine limitless
combinations of technologies that professionals deploy, including HTML, URL links, RSS Feeds,
and interactive mapping tools as part of their app.

An app builder can build into their app drag and drop functions like an Event Notifier that delivers
real time or scheduled notifications to app users, and a menu feature that allows the user to catalog
products or services. A Form Builder fallows the creator to let users of an individual app fill out and
send the app publisher information such as customer service surveys, a restaurant to-go order, or
answers to questions asked through the app. The Social Interaction Platform allows users to share
the content within an app across social networks such as LinkedIn, Twitter, and Facebook feeds to
engage users with photos and videos.

And if youâ€™re still asking yourself â€œwhat is the best app builder,â€• donâ€™t forget appsbar is more than a tool
â€“ we guide creators through the entire process â€“ from creation to publication - with visual and textual
clues at each step. Anyone can build their own page design, background colors, text styles and
images (either their own or from appsbar).

appsbar.com

In 2011, appsbar.com launched as a drag and drop app maker for Windows, Facebook, and of
course smart phones. It has since grown into the best app maker for Windows, an HTML5 app
maker, Android app maker for free, and more. With myriad app making tools, appsbar allows novice
users and those with little tech background to develop professional quality smart phone and tablet
apps in minutes for free. appsbar is the best app builder for multiple devices and platforms,
including for those who ask â€œhow do I build an app, for free?â€•
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